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We still use old ways on the Tiwi Islands, but then also some new. We still use bark to make paintings. We collect 
the bark in the wet season to make flat pieces for painting we call purrungupari or mintawinga, this is old 
language for flat pieces of bark. I remember old people using mintawinga to make shelter before tin sheds and 
now we still paint on these at the art centre. Mintawinga is old Tiwi language and not used much anymore. We 
also use stringybark to make tunga – folded bark baskets that we decorate with jilamara or yirinkirripwoja 
[compositions of kurluwukari, pwanga and marlipinyini – circles, dots and lines in locally sourced earth pigments]. 
Wurrungura is old language for moving forward and the wulimawi (old people) used this word to describe film or 
moving image. Now we have this in our exhibitions with our artwork too. That is why I use these words to 
describe this exhibition – the old language for both bark and moving image. 

When we paint on bark or tunga using ochres that we collect from Country we are carrying the story of the Tiwi. 
The yellow and white comes from the ground, black is taken from charcoal and we burn the yellow on yikwani 
(fire) to make different shades of the red. Also, when we make bark basket we fold and shape the bark when it is 
wet and we then sew both sides using string that we take from the beach tree. We strip string from the bark of a 
branch we call the string – alabancha or yungartangini. These are the old ways and they are important to us as 
Tiwi people. It is really important that we use these materials and hold this knowledge for making tunga, 
ceremonial ornaments that we wear – pimirniki (feather head piece), tokwayinga (feather ball), impuja (feather 
beard) for yoyi (dance) and for Pukumani ceremony. Material from Country is important to us, we use sand from 
the beach during Pukumani ceremony, leaves for the shade that we dance under and ochres from the land to 
paint our bodies, the poles and the tunga. Materials from Country, that is all part of the Tiwi story. 

Now at Jilamara Arts and Crafts Association we are using video or camera and sound audio to record these things. 
Before we did not record these things, but now we are using this new medium to record calling out, singing and 
clapping. The songs and the dance connect to our ancestors and the wulimawi (elders). Our culture is still alive 
from parlingarri (longtime) to today. We are moving forward, some songs are changing and some dances are 
changing a little and technology is changing, I see this as I get older, but we still connect as one mob Tiwi and we 
are moving forward together – like the old and the new coming together, wurrungura meaning moving forward. 

It is like the song that I got from my grandfather that is about the bulldozers making the first road on Melville 
Island. My grandfather was out collecting sugarbag, then he heard this big machinery and he sang a song about it. 
He was using the old language to sing about changes that were coming. Now there is a road that connects the 
two communities on Melville, we have a song about when it happened. We did not sing that song when my father 
passed away, but when my nephew passed we brought it in and now our family uses that song for ceremony and 
funeral. 

On Tiwi, we have completely different culture to mainland indigenous Australians. Our songline, dance and the 
art we make belongs to us Tiwi. New technology is new and we are using it, but we still have that story that is 
ours. With the old and the new coming together we are moving forward. As we are moving forward, we still need 
to connect. The song connects to the dance. The dance, the body painting and the ceremonial body ornaments 
connects to the art we make. The tunga and the carving and painting are still strong, from parlingarri to today. 
The films and recording we make helps us bring this story forward into the future, to connect. That is why I use 
the old Tiwi language mintawinga and wurrungura – to describe the bark, moving forward and the moving image 
in Tiwi language. The old and the new coming together is our story, from parlingarri to today, moving forward but 
always remembering. 

This text was transcribed from both written passages and spoken stories, in conversation between Pedro 
Wonaeamirri and Jilamara Arts and Crafts Coordinator Will Heathcote – 2022. 
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